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Research Dimensions

would like to introduce you to . . .

its innovative “Food For Thought” concept test

It uses a simple, yet comprehensive

remarkably, cost-effective method

to understand new food product opportunities
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We have tested . . .

Deli

Side dishes

Rubs/marinades/dips

Appetizers

Prepared BreakfastsDesserts

Pizza

Sausages

Salad kits

Wrap kits/meal kits

Lunch kits

Frozen entrées

Kid/toddler meals

Satays/skewers

Organics

Dairy foods

Fresh meats

Stuffed meats

Seafood

Pasta

FINE/GOURMET HEALTHY/WHOLESOME

CONVENIENCE

Alcohol beverages

Juices

Snacks

Condiments
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Food for Thought determines . . .

• Optimal concept

• Optimal benefits

• Optimal packaging

• True differentiation

• Right target group
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Consumer Input

• Online survey

• One, or multiple concepts

to test

• 400 sample size for each

concept

• General population or

targeted sample

• Cost efficiencies for

testing multiple concepts
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Insights . . .

Provides clear understanding of sales opportunitiesSales opportunity score

Optimizes the product line to maximize the total number of

consumers who will purchase at least one SKU

TURF analysis—“Total Unduplicated

Reach and Frequency”

Based on photo sort online—visuals bring image to life for

respondents
Image

Intended consumer target? Others?Who appeals to most

Does it provide an advantage over current offerings to attract

purchases over competitors?
Advantage

How could the concept be strengthened?Improvements

What drives appeal and how does this compare to

competitive products?
Strengths

Within competitive product category or contextAppeal/drive
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Advantages of Research Dimensions’

“Food For Thought”

• Cost-effective pricing

• Quick turn around

• Simple method, comprehensive results

• 30 years of research insight

• Leaders and innovators

• Extensive experience in food industry in North America
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